Syncope with atypical trunk convulsions in a patient with malignant arrhythmia.
Syncope is a condition often misdiagnosed as epilepsy. Syncope caused by cardiac disturbance is a life-threatening condition and accurate diagnosis is crucial for patient outcome. We present a case study of a 71-year-old woman who was referred to our epilepsy centre with a diagnosis of refractory epilepsy. We diagnosed convulsive syncope caused by malignant cardiac arrhythmia based on the presence of cardiac asystole lasting for 20-30 seconds, which was caused by sick sinus syndrome combined with third-degree atrioventricular block. The most prominent feature of this syncope was atypical trunk (abdominal or thoracoabdominal) convulsions, which were accompanied by other motor signs (head and eye deviation and brief jerks of the extremities). In the periods between attacks, all investigations, including standard 12-lead ECG and 24-hour ECG monitoring, were normal. This case study highlights the challenge in differential diagnosis of sudden loss of consciousness. [Published with video sequences].